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SELF-DEPLOYING HANGING CHAIR 
The invention consists of a geometrically designed folding deployable frame and a new self-
assembling shock-corded ball joint. There are three novel aspects to this design:

• Folding Rigid Frame Geometry

• New Self Assembling Ball Joint

• Self-Tensioning Fabric System


Folding Rigid Frame Geometry  
The Frame Geometry consists of:


• 1. Two rigid “bent” tubes of lightweight material such as aluminium or carbon fibre, the 
bends consisting of two 90 degree corners making a wide “U” shape, shown in Figure 1.





• 2. Two rigid straight tubes.


The four tubes are configured into a rectangle and linked together with shock cord. Each joint 
has a novel self-assembling joint described further below and is the main aspect of this novel, 
non-obvious, and useful invention.


The Frame geometry consists of measured rigid sections whereupon the distance between the 
two ends of the bent tube is approximately the same as the length of the straight tubes.  This 
geometry allows for a twisting folding system enabling quick deployment and a compact 
folded configuration.


This design can and has been prototyped with more than four rigid tube members using the 
same geometry-based twisting folding system and is also covered by this disclosure.
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New Self Assembling Ball Joint 
The structural joint consists of:

1. a ridge which acts as a stop

2. a curved ball head which allows female tube to self-assemble over the male tube.

3. a slot for the tensioning shock cord to pass through.


The joiner is hollow and lightweight, and is constructed of compressive resistant material, 
which could be metal, plastic, or composite.  The joiner is structurally bonded and joined onto 
one tube, and allows a second tube to slip fit over the main section of the joiner.  Despite its 
resemblance, this thin hollow ball head joint system with a slot for shock cord to pass through 
is novel and useful, and nothing similar was discovered in the context of a self-assembling joint 
during extensive existing patent searches by the inventor using Google Patents and the 
USPTO database.
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Self-Tensioning Fabric System 

The Self-Tensioning Fabric Bed system comprises of:

—a structural design whereupon the ends are passed under and around the end tubes to 
create a self tensioning system when weighted.




FOLDING AND DEPLOYMENT: This invention can be packed by disassembling the joints, 
then twisted into a very compact configuration.  The invention automatically deploys and 
untwists via the stored energy of the shock cord, and is ready to use instantly. There is nothing 
else like it.


APPLICATIONS: Applications for this invention include any situation where there is a 
suspension point in a vertical or aerial situation. Because of its compact packed size, super-
light weight (the carbon fibre version which weighs only 300 grams—just over a pound), and 
instant deployment, this invention is useful to rock climbers, riggers, rescue teams, video and 
lighting crews, industrial aerial workers, tree climbers, kids who like to be off the ground, or just 
about anyone who needs to hang for extended periods or any situation where a climbing 
harness is involved.  It is not intended as a primary safety device, but adds safety by ensuring 
a more comfortable hanging chair and by providing a large flat surface to organise equipment.



